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ABSTRACT: The objective of the study was 
to identify components of the landscape of a selec
ted lakeland catchment basin (river Jorka catch
ment, Masurian Lakeland, Poland), to assess their 
size and distribution with respect to their cover and 
use, and to evaluate their role as barriers to nutrient 
inflow into lakes. Aerial photographs (I :10 000) 
were applied to identifY the use and cover of catch
ment. Vertical black and white photographs were 
recorded on negative infrared in I 997 and I 998. 
The air photos and topographical maps (1 :10 000, 
L25 000) were used to identifY objects (landscape pat
ches) that differed with respect to their function as 
barriers to nutrients. Each landscape patch was allo
cated to one of the eight categories of land cover 
and use : crop field s, forests (forests on mineral so
il s, oak-hornbeam forests , mixed coniferous fo
rests) , meadows and pastures, wasteland (perma
nently or temporarily excluded from agricultural 
use) , lakes, wet forests (forests on hydrogenic soils, 
alder swamps, riparian carrs, and shrubberies), ot
her wetlands (open wetlands, mid-field bodies of 
water), and built-up land. The identified objects 
were assigned to three categories with respect to 
their function as barriers: highly effective barriers 
(forested and non-forest wetlands, and lakes - 6% 
of Jorka river catchment); moderate effective bar
riers (forest, meadows and pastures, wasteland -
42%); and with no barrier function (arable land, bu-

ilt-up land - residential and industrial, tourist objects, 
etc. -52%). 

KEY WORDS: landscape structure, patch pat
tern, analysis of air photos 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The application of air photo interpreta
tion to the analysis of spatial diversity of 
landscape is very useful in the study of lake
land regions as they represent the mosaics of 
patches. The mosaic character of a lakeland 
area is a result of the diversified relief (nu
merous hills and depressions), natural land 
cover and land use of the area, involving the 
crop fields interspersed with wasteland, for
est fragments, and also with wetlands, areas 
without . outflow, and lakes (Hi 11 b rich t
Ilkowska 1981, Dctbrowska-Prot and 
Luczak 1995, Hillbricht-Ilkowska 
1999). A landscape consists of a variety of 
habitats that interact with one another, both 
natural and human transformed which con
sists a mosaic of patches interrelated to vari
ous degrees (Foiman and Godron 1986, 
Moldan and Cerny 1994). Interspersed 
landscape patches differently used form 
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a mosaic landscape typical also for the Mas
urian Lakeland. The configuration of land
scape patches, their size, way of 
management, and distance from water bodies 
determine the rate and amount of nutrient 
runoff. It depends, for example, on the land 
use, distribution and size of crop fields, pres
ence of meadows, forests, and wetlands. Ag
ricultural and urban areas are generally 
sources of nitrogen and phosphorus loadings 
(Hillbricht-Ilkowska et al. 1995, Car
penter eta/. 1998, Hillbricht-Ilkowska 
1999) while forests, meadows, and wetlands, 
are considered as barriers and filters (Reko
lainen 1989, Burt et al. 1993, Tiessen 
1995, Hakala 1998). The protection ofwet
lands and their restoration (Kruk 1990, 
Mitsch 1992, Weller and Wang 1996, 
Haycock et al. 1997) and also landscape 
management, including the size and distribu
tion ofcrop fields and wasteland, may restrict 
nitrogen and phosphorus loading. The func
tion ofa barrier to nutrient loading can be per
formed by a mosaic of landscape patches 
whose diversified spatial structure, including 
its use and cover, can minimize nitrogen and 
phosphorus loading to lakes (Hillbricht
Ilkowska 1995). 

Identification of the spatial structure of a 
landscape is necessary in further studies of its 
functioning (Lillesand and Kiefer 1994). 
Air photos enable analyses oflarge areas in a 
short time, and both the whole area and frag
ments of it can be analysed. Air photos regis
ter the landscape and its heterogeneity in the 
form of patches, lines and points (M o z g a w a 
1995) corresponding to natural elements per
forming specific functions in the landscape 
(Forman and Gordon 1986). In the patchy 
and hilly landscape of the Masurian Lake
land, aerial photographs are most suitable for 
remote sensing of the environment and its 
variation. The photointerpretation is based on 
the assumption that geometrical structures 
(patches, lines and points) seen on the photos 
have a unique ecological meaning related 
with landscape structure and function, and 
that landscape patch is a structural unit of the 
landscape (Mozgawa 1995). This method 
makes possible not only the identification of 
landscape patches, but also the estimation of 
their mean size, shape, length ofthe boundary 
line, or interrelationships (M o z g a w a 1994, 
1995). In this way, it is possible to distinguish 
components important to water protection: 
that represent effective barriers to nitrogen 

and phosphorus (wetlands), moderately ef
fective barriers (forests, meadows and pas
tures), or areas of no importance as barriers 
(built-up land, roads, etc.) (M o z g a w a 1994, 
1995). When analysing air photos, it is possi
ble to estimate the mean patch size, length of 
the boundaries between patches, and to calcu
late indices describing a patchy landscape 
(Mozgawa 1994, 1995, Hi llbricht
Ilkowska 1999). 

The objective of the study was to iden
tify components of the landscape of a se
lected lakeland catchment basin, to assess 
their size and distribution with respect to their 
cover and use, and to evaluate their role as 
barriers to nutrient inflow into lakes. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

The studies were performed on the area 
of river Jorka lake system on Masurian Lake
land (Fig. 1). Detailed description of the 
study area is presented in Hillbricht
Ilkowska (2002) and Rybak (2002). 

Aerial photographs were applied to iden
tify the use and cover of the Jorka river catch
ment basin (-65 km2

). Vertical black and 
white photographs were recorded on negative 
infrared Kodak Aerographic IR type 2424, in 
August 1997 and May 1998, along north
south flight lines and a flying height above 
the ground of 2000 m. The surface area cov
ered with the photos was 103 km2

. Original 
negatives were used for making diapositives 
with the overlap of 65% along the flight line 
and the tranverse overlap of 30%. Enlarge
ments were made on photographic print pa
per at a scale of 1:10 000, projecting the 
photos on components of a topographical 
map . 

Moreover, air photos in normal colours 
were taken to assist in the data analysis . 

Topographical maps at scales of 
1: 10 000 and 1:25 000 (national co-ordinate 
system 1965) and catastral maps were used to 
assist in the photo processing and interpreta
tion. 

Air photos were scanned at a resolution 
of 300 dpi. Then geometric distortions pro
duced during image acquisition were elimi
nated and the photos were projected on the 
co-ordinate system. The photos were pro
jected on a topographical map (scales 
1:10 000 and 1:25 000) by using ground con
trol points. Topographical co-ordinates in the 
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co-ordinate system 1965 were assigned to the 
points and, after localization on the photos, 
their photocoordinates were determined. 
A mathematical relationship was found be
tween the co-ordinate system of the photos 
and the co-ordinate system of the map (W i
dacki 1997). The obtained photos had fea
tures of a map. 

Then topographical maps were con
verted into digital maps to identify on the 
photographs objects (landscape patches) that 
differed with respect to their function as bar
riers to nutrients. Topographical maps and 
field -check data were used to identify objects 
on the photos. Reading and interpretation of 
air photos were based on features such as 
photo tone, photo structure (size and shape of 
objects), and photo texture (spatial configura
tion of objects) (Ciolkosz et al. 1978, A very 
and Berlin 1992, Richling 1993). The 
photointerpretation was used to discern ob
jects, that is, landscape patches that could 
function as barriers to nutrients. It was as
sumed that each category formed a uniform 
functional patch. The patches discerned were 
not smaller than I 0 m x 10 m. 

Each landscape patch was allocated to 
one of the eight categories of land cover and 
use (Table 1): crop fields, forests (forests on 
mineral soils, oak-hombeam forests, mixed 
coniferous forests), meadows and pastures, 
wasteland (permanently or temporarily ex
cluded from agricultural use), lakes, forested 
wetlands (forests on hydrogenic soils, alder 
swamps, riparian carrs, and shrubberies), 
other wetlands (non-forested wetlands- open 
wetlands, mid-field bodies of water), and 
built-up land. 

Table I. Categories of land use and cover and their 
barrier function in the Jorka river catchment 
(Mo z gawa 1994) 

Land use category Barrier function 

Crop fields 0 

Dry fure~ + 

Meadows and pastures + 

Wasteland + 

Forested wetlands ++ 

Other wetlands (non-forested) ++ 

Built-up land 0 

0 - no barrier function , 
+ - moderate effective barrier areas, 
++- highly effective barrier areas . 

The identified objects were assigned to 
three categories with respect to their function 
as barriers (Mozgawa 1994, 1995): highly 
effective barriers (forested and non-forest 
wetlands, and lakes); moderate effective bar
riers (meadows and pastures, wasteland); and 
with no barrier function (arable land, built-up 
land - residential and industrial, tourist ob
jects, etc.). The above classification was sug
gested by Mozgawa (1994, 1995) and 
Hillbricht-Ilkowska et al. (1995). The 
barrier potential of each patch was evaluated 
considering the study results of Reko
lainen (1989), Mitsch (1992), Burt et al. 
(1993), Tiessen (1995), Weller and 
Wang (1996), Haycock eta/. (1997). 

Boundaries of the Jorka river catchment 
and the subcatchments of lakes (lakes Majcz 
Wielki, Inulec, Gh~bokie, Zelw<t:Zek and Jorzec) 
were delineated from topographical maps 
(Fig.1 ). The surface areas and boundaries of 
the whole catchment and individual sub
catchments were measured. Also the length 
of the lake-catchment contact line was meas
ured. An index of the spatial structure of the 
landscape was calculated, that is, the percent
age of different landscape patch categories in 
the catchment, and the degree of landscape 
patchiness expressed as the number of 
patches of each category per 1 km2 of the 
catchment (Mozgawa 1995). 

3. RESULTS 

The Jorka river basin covers an area of 
6300 ha. The river flows through 5 lakes: 
Majcz Wielki (170 ha), Inulec (153 ha), 
Gl~bokie (57 ha), Zelw<t:lek (12 ha), and 
Jorzec (160 ha) (Fig. 1). It is subjected to 
forest-agricultural use (Table 2, Figs 2 and 3). 
Crop fields occupy 3 7% of the basin and 
dominate in the northern and central parts of 
the basin (Fig. 2). The largest concentrations 
ofcrop fields are located in the basins ofLake 
Jorzec (56%) and Lake Gl~bokie (43%). 
More than half of the catchment is under in
tensive agricultural use, ofwhich 50% is oc
cupied by large, over 10-ha, crop fields of the 
former state farms. These fields form a dense 
agricultural complex in northern and central 
parts of the basin. In southern part of the ba
sin, private crop fields are considerably 
smaller (about 2-4 ha), thus the land is highly 
fragmented. Their distribution and dispersal 
match the morainic land configuration. 
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Fig. 2. Land use and cover in the Jorka river catchment 
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Table 2. Percentage of land use categories in the Jorka river catchment and in subcatchments of lakes 

Subcatchments 

Land use category Catchment of 
Majcz Inulec Gl((bokie Zelw'l_:i:ek Jorzec

Jorka river 

Crop fields 33.6 

Forest 36.5 

Meadows and pastures 10.2 

Wasteland 4.9 

Lakes 9.6 

Forested wetlands 1.5 

Other wetlands (nonforested) 1.1 

Built-up land 2.7 

Forests cover 34% of the basin and they 
are situated mainly in southern and south
western part of the basin, where they form an 
extensive, dense forest complex, mainly in 
the Lake Majcz basin, covered with forests in 
64%. In northern part, dominated by agricul
ture, there are only two forest complexes. 
Forests also surround other lakes (Fig. 2). 

Meadows and pastures occupy 10% of 
the catchment. Most of them are located in its 
southern part in the Lake Majcz subcatch
ment, where they occupy 13% of the land 
(Fig. 2). Typically, they occur in large 
patches. In the subcatchments of Lakes 
Inulec and Gl((bokie, meadows and pastures 
often border on lake shores. 

Wasteland occupies 5% of the whole 
catchment and most often is associated with 
agricultural landscape, thus, it is most numer
ous in northern and central parts (4.9% in the 
subcatchment of Lake Inulec and 7% in the 
subcatchment ofLake Jorzec) (Fig. 2). These 

other wetlands 
wet forest 

1% build-up land 
3% 

lakes 

10% 

pastures and 

meadows 

10% 

forest 

36% 

4.1 41.0 43.0 33.9 56.1 

64.6 24.3 9.6 9.1 18.5 

13.6 10.9 17.9 5.2 5.1 

1.4 4.9 2.4 4.0 7.0 

13.5 13.2 21.1 10.0 2.8 

0.9 2.4 3.6 1.0 1.1 

0.7 0.4 0.5 0.2 4.7 

1.2 2.8 1.9 0.2 4.7 

are primarily areas near large state farms, so 
they extend over vast, uniform stretches. 

Seven larger and a few smaller aggrega
tions of built-up land occupy 2.7% of the 
Jorka river basin (Fig. 2). These are large vil
lages and small individual farms. The major
ity of them are located in the subcatchments 
of Lakes J orzec and Inulec. 

Wet forests and other wetlands occupy 
about 2% of the whole catchment (Fig. 3). 
This small cover was a consequence of low 
precipitation in the summer of 1997 (10 mm 
in August) and in the spring of 1998 (35 mm 
in May). That is in months when the air pho
tos were taken. W etlands primarily extend 
along lake shores and river banks. Most wet 
forests occur in the subcatchrnents of Lakes 
Inulec and Gl((bokie. 

The subcatchments differ in the propor
tion of various categories of land use. More 
than half of the Lake Majcz subcatchment 
(Fig. 4) is covered with forests, whereas agri
cultural areas such as crop fields, meadows, 

crop t!elds 
34% 

Fig. 3. Percentage of land use 
catregories in the Jorka river 
catchment. 
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and pastures constitute less than one-fifth of amounted to almost 80%, and no barrier 
its area. The forest forms a large, dense com function areas to 6.1% (Table 4). 
plex in western part, and borders on the east The subcatchment of Lake Inu1ec was 
em lake shore. As many as 72% of the predominated by crop fields ( 41%) (Table 2, 
shoreline is connected with areas under for Fig. 5), while forests covered 27%, including 
ests, including a few percent of wet forests ; 2.4% ofwet forests. Crop fields were situated 
only 6% of the shoreline is connected with in northern and south-eastern part of the sub
meadows and pastures . Crop fields are inter catchment, where they formed large uniform 
spersed with meadows and pastures, and they complexes. Two vast forest stretches were lo
occupy a small area of this subcatchment cated in the western and southern parts of the 
(Table 2). The index of patchiness (forests, subcatchment, and they were not in direct 
crop fields, meadows, and pastures) was low contact with the lake. The western shore 
(Table 3). The proportion of highly effective (22% of the shoreline) was in contact with 
baiTier areas was high, that is, 14.3%, wetlands. Crop fields bordered on 18%, 
whereas moderate effective baiTiers built-up land - on 6.6%, meadows and pas-

Table 3. Patchiness indices (number of patches per km2
) of lake subcatchments in river Jorka system (see Figs I, 2) 

Subcatchment of lake 
Land use category 

Majcz lnulec Glt;:bokie Zelw&czek Jorzec 

Crop fields 4 4 8 15 3 

Forest 2 2 7 6 2 

Meadows and pastures 5 3 12 10 I 

Table 4. Percentage of landscape patches that differ in their barrier function in subcatchrnents in river Jorka 
system (see Figs I. 2) 

Subcatchments of lake Highly effective barrier areas Moderate effective barrier areas No barrier areas 

Majcz 14.3 79.6 6.1 

lnulec 2.8 40.2 57 

Gl~bokie 4.1 29.8 66.1 

Zelw&czek 1.6 28.8 69 .6 

Jorzec 5.7 30.7 63.6 
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Fig. 5. Land use 
and cover in the 
Lake Inulec sub
catchment. 

tures - on 13% of the shoreline. The index of 
patchiness for the Lake Inulec subcatchment 
was similar to that for the Lake Majcz sub
catchment. The proportion ofhighly effective 
barrier areas was much lower that for the 
Lake Majcz subcatchment, also the propor
tion of moderate barriers areas was much 
lower; the proportion of no barrier function 
areas was ten times higher (Table 4). 

The dominant component of the Lake 
Gl((bokie subcatchment was crop fields (Ta
ble 2, Fig. 6). They covered 43% of its area, 
like in the subcatchment ofLake Inulec. Also 
the proportion of meadows and pastures was 
high, that is , 18%. Almost the whole shore 
was surrounded by highly effective barriers. 
As many as 50% of the shore bordered on for-

crop fields 

11 dry forest 

11 meadows 
and pastures 

wasteland 

11 
11 
11 
11 

lakes 

forested wetland 

other wetlands 

build-up areas 

i 01------11km 
N 

Fig. 6. Land use and cover in the Lake Gl!;:bokie subcatchment. 

ests, 33% on meadows and pastures, and only 
8% on crop fields. The patchiness indices 
were much higher than for the subcatchments 
of Lakes Majcz and Inulec (Table 3). The 
subcatchment of Lake Gl((bokie was much 
more patchy than the subcatchments ofLakes 
Majcz and Inulec. The proportion of highly 
effective barrier areas was very low, and no 
barrier function areas predominated (Table 4). 

The subcatchment of Lake Zelw'l_:Z:ek 
was dominated by crop fields (34%) (Table 2, 
Fig. 7). Forest (9% ofthe area) formed a large 
patch in northern part, and also along the 
western shore where it occupied half of the 
shoreline. Crop fields bordered on the shore 
from the east along one-fourth of the shore
line. Meadows and pastures also occupied 

one-fourth of the subcatchment area. 
This subcatchment was characterized 
by a high patchiness. The patchiness 
index for crop fields was the highest in 
the whole J orka river basin, that is, 15 
patches per km2. It was 10 for mead
ows and 5.6 for forests (Table 3). The 
proportion of highly effective barriers 
areas was the lowest of all subcatch
ments, whereas the proportion of no 
barrier function areas was the highest 

(Table 4).
The subcatchment of Lake Jorzec 

was of typical agricultural character 
(Table 2, Fig. 8). Farmland covered 
half of the subcatchment, and the re
maining part was covered with forests 
(18.5%), wasteland (7%), or meadows 
and pastures (5.1 %) (Table 2). Forests 
formed three extensive complexes in 
northern and southern parts, and also 
along the shores. Built-up land cov
ered almost 5% ofthe area. Large con-
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centrations of meadows and pastures were 
situated in central part of the subcatchment. 
Crop fields were interspersed with smaller 
patches of forests, meadows, pastures, and 
wastelands . Forest and wasteland belts sur
rounded the shore. Wasteland bordered on 
the shore along more than half of the shore
line, forest along 38%, and wet forest along 
9% of the shoreline. The patchiness index 
was low for crop fields because the fields of 
the former state farms were very extensive 
(Table 3). For the same reason, also the 
patchiness of forests was low (Table 3). The 
proportion of areas that differed with respect 
to their function as barriers was similar to that 
in the Lake Gl~bokie subcatchment, the areas 
with no barrier function being dominant (Ta
ble 4). 

The prop01tion of areas that differed in 
their function as barriers was not the same in 
various subcatchments (Table 4). The pro
portion of areas functioning as highly effec
tive barriers was similar (except Lake Majcz) 
in all subcatchments, but the proportion ofar
eas representing moderate baiTiers or no bar-

Fig. 7. Land use and cover in the Lake 
Zelw~ek subcatchment. 

•
crop fields 

•
dry forest 

meadows and pastures 

• 
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•
lakes 

• 
forested wetland 

•
other wetlands 

build-up areas 
Fig. 8. Land use 
and cover in the 
Lake Jorzec sub-
catchment. 

riers varied from subcatchment to 
subcatchment. Moderate barrier areas were 
most numerous in the Lake Majcz subcatch
ment, and considerably less frequent and 
similar in the remaining subcatchments. Ar
eas with no barrier function were least nu
merous in the Lake Majcz subcatchment, and 
much more numerous in typical agricultural 
subcatchments, where their numbers were 
similar. No differences were found in the pro
portion of barrier areas between subcatch
ments of Lakes Inulec, Gl~bokie and Jorzec, 
although they differed in the proportion of 
land use categories . 

The proportion of ecotones was calcu
lated m the Jorka river catchment 
(Mozgawa 1995) for all the categories and 
for the entire catchment, that is, the length of 
ecotones per 1 km2 of the catchment. The 
length of ecotones was 4671 m km-2 for all 
crop fields, 3345 for forests, 3229 for mead
ows and pastures, 1192 for wasteland, 919 for 
lakes, 830 for wet forests, and 400 m km-2 for 
other wetlands. 
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Table 5. Proportions of land use categories in three groups areas with different agricultural impact in river Jorka 
basin 

Land use category 
low 

agricultural impact 

moderate high 

crop fields 

forest 

meadows and 

wasteland 

pastures 

4.1 

64.6 

13 .6 

1.4 

41.4 

21.5 

12.3 

4.4 

56.0 

18.3 

5.3 

7.0 

forested wetland 

other wetlands (nonforested) 

built-up land 

0.9 

0.7 

1.2 

2.7 

0.4 

2.6 

1.1 

4.5 

4.5 

100% 
1111 build-up land 

80% 
E:J other wetlands 

Cl wet forest 

60% c::Jiakes 

40% 
• wasteland 

8 pastures and meadows 

20% 1i!1 forest 

0% 
Majcz !nulee Gl~<bokie 

Lakes 

Zelwlltek Jorzec 

Ill crop fields 

Fig. 9. Proportion of 
categories of land use 
in lake subcatchments 
of river Jorka system. 
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low moderate high agricultural impact. 
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To analyse the input of nitrogen and 
phosphorus from the catchment to the lakes, 
the entire catchment ofthe Jorka river was di
vided into three partial catchments that dif
fered in terms of the agricultural inflow 
(Table 5). The criterion was the proportion of 
agricultural land, forests, meadows and pas
tures in the catchment (Fig. 9). The first 
group, Lake Majcz catchment, was subjected 
to a low agricultural impact, with 41% of ag
ricultural land, 21% of forests, and 12% of 
meadows and pastures . The catchments of 
Lakes Zelw<t:Z:ek and J orzec were under high 
impact of agriculture, with 56% cropland, 
18% forests, and 5% meadows and pastures 
(Fig. 10). 

4. DISCUSSION 

The study area was characterized by 
a high patchiness, determined primarily 
by land configuration (Bajkiewicz
Grabowska 1985, Kloss and Wil
piszewska 1985, Hillbricht-Ilkowska 
1981 ). The hilly lake land landscape imposes 
its patchy use and management 
(Hillbricht-Ilkowska 1999). However, 
this area is dominated by crop fields and for
ests. They form extensive, uniform patches of 
cropland in northern part and of forests in 
southern part of the catchment. Conse
quently, ecotones are less important than in 
other categories of use. 

A large number ofpatches functioning as 
weak barrier areas or moderately effective 
barrier areas, such as crop fields or urban ar
eas, used for many years in the same way 
(Bajkiewicz-Grabowska 1985) may be 
indicative of a large nitrogen and phosphorus 
input from the catchment to water bodies. But 
the least agriculturally used subcatchment of 
Lake Majcz has also few areas acting as 
highly effective barriers; most patches are 
moderate barriers such as forests and pas
tures . Their alternate distribution enhances 
reduction of nutrient input (Rybak 2000). 
A different situation was observed in the sub
catchment of Lake Jorzec, where the propor
tion of effective barriers was the highest, but 
a very high contribution of crop fields and 
urban/urbanized areas extending over large 
areas, often not interspersed with areas func
tioning as barriers (wetlands, depressions 
without outflow), accounts for a high nutrient 

inflow from the catchment (Rybak 2000).1t 
is worth noting that meadows and pastures, 
occupying only 10% of the total catchment, 
have long ecotones, and for this reason they 
are almost as effective as forests, whose con
tribution is almost three times higher. Vast 
stretches of crop fields in northern part ac
count for fragmentation ofother categories in 
this area, although the patchiness index of 
different categories is not high. High frag
mentation oflandscape patches is determined 
by the relief of this mosaic land 
(Hillbricht-Ilkowska 1999). Thehighest 
patchiness occurred in the subcatchments of 
Lakes Gl~bokie and Zelw<t:Z:ek. The propor
tion ofareas serving as highly effective barri
ers such as wetlands (wet meadows, wet 
forests) or pastures was low; patches of this 
kind were typically located far from the shore 
and were not sufficiently effective in water 
protection. 

Wide belts of riparian vegetation sepa
rating the lake from the surrounding land are 
best barriers to nutrient inflow into lakes 
(Hillbricht-Ilkowska 1999, Rzepecki , 
2002). The width of these belts may vary de
pending on the type of land use. 

Morainic landforms are dotted with nu
merous depressions without outflow 
(Hillbricht-Ilkowska 1999). But the 
resolution of aerial photographs precluded 
the identification of most wetlands without 
outflow, important to landscape functioning . 
The photos were taken in one of the drier 
years (Rybak 2000), thus the number ofwet
lands may be underestimated relative to dry 
land. In normal, moderately wet months, wet
lands may occupy much larger areas. 

The use of the Jorka river catchment 
shows a kind of stability as compared with 
the period of 1977-1979 (Bajkiewicz
Grabowska 1985). Thepatternofbasic land 
use did not change. According to Traczyk and 
Kloss (1985), farmland occupied about45% 
ofthe area and was highly fragmented, mead
ows and pastures covered 23%, and forests 
17%. The proportion of crop fields slightly 
decreased, whereas that of meadows and pas
tures increased. According to Hillbricht
Ilkowska and Lawacz (1983), 8-10% of 
the Lakes Inulec and Gl~bokie shores were in 
direct contact with crop fields. For Lake 
Gl~bokie, this percentage continues to be 
small, and over 50% of the shore is sur
rounded by moderately effective barrier habi
tats. 

https://2000).1t
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5. SUMMARY 

The objective of the study was to identify com
ponents of the landscape of a selected lake! and catch
ment basin (river Jorka catchment, Masurian 
Lakeland, Poland) (Fig. I}, to assess their size and di
stribution with respect to their cover and use, and to 
evaluate their role as barriers to nutrient inflow into 
lakes (Fig. 2). Aerial photographs (I: \0 000) from 
1997 and 1998 were applied to identify the use and 
cover of catchment. The air photos and topographical 
maps were used to identify objects (landscape pat
ches) that differed with respect to their function as 
barriers to nutrients. Each landscape patch was alloca
ted to one of the eight categories of land cover and 
use: crop fields, forests (forests on mineral soils, oak
hornbeam forests, mixed coniferous forests), mea
dows and pastures, wasteland (permanently or tempo
rarily excluded from agricultural use}, lakes, wet 
forests (forests on hydrogenic soils, alder swamps, ri
parian carrs, and shrubberies}, other wetlands (open 
wet lands, mid-field bodies of water}, and built-up land 
(Figs 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). The identified objects were assi
gned to three categories with respect to their function 
as barriers (Figs 9, I 0): highly effective barriers (fore
sted and non-forest wetlands, and lakes- 6% of Jorka 
river catchment); moderate effective barriers (forest, 
meadows and pastures, wasteland - 42%); and with 
no barrier function (arable land, built-up land - resi
dential and industrial, tourist objects, etc. -52%). 
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